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The physical toll of grief
by Judy Tatelbaum, MSW, LCSW

A

recent widow, Ann, came for grief therapy on the
advice of her physician. He told her that her exhaustion was due to her grief, and that he couldn’t
give her a pill to fix it. She was surprised when I told her
our feelings of loss impact us as much physically as emotionally. Our mind and body are interconnected.
We often carry our grief in our bodies. When we feel
overwhelmed with grief, we are apt to feel exhausted,
listless, unmotivated, numb, and sleepless. As we are experiencing intense and mixed feelings of sorrow, disappointment, longing, loneliness and regret, we may also
encounter a wide range of physical symptoms like colds,
back pain, headaches, stomach distress, or nausea.
For many of us it is easier to face physical symptoms
than our feelings. But when we cannot face what we feel,
sometimes our emotional pain shows up in our body. An
elderly woman, Marge, lost her beloved only son to cancer. Soon she began to have severe and immobilizing
sciatic nerve pain in her legs, pain which her doctors could
not fully relieve. She finally sought psychotherapy. She
came to realize that she was carrying the agonizing pain
of her loss of her son in her legs, rather than experiencing
it emotionally. Recognizing the source of her sciatica, she
said she preferred and accepted her choice to have the pain
in her legs instead of in her heart. Never was she willing to
feel the full brunt of her emotions. She learned to tolerate
the nerve pain, and eventually her physical pain lessened.
Since we cannot fix grief by denying it away or taking
a pill to erase our pain, what can we do instead? In my
experience the first step is to accept and allow our feelings,
whatever they may be. Our body reacts most harshly when

we resist what we feel. Expressing rather than swallowing
feelings eases our pain. Trusting that we will move beyond
the intensity of this painful moment also helps.
Until we are personally in the midst of pain, we forget
that pain is part of every life at one time or another. When
we love and lose, it is excruciating. It is important that we
don’t deny or neglect our reaction. Feeling and expressing
our pain may seem like a very uncomfortable risk to take,
if we’ve been taught to have a “stiff upper lip.” Yet facing
our feelings is an important key to overcoming the pain of
our loss.
■ Judy Tatelbaum, MSW, LCSW, is a psychotherapist, public
speaker, and author.
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